Unconventional Strategies and Groundbreaking
Thinking Will Change Your Game!
Kellan’s Most Popular Topics
The Book of Context

What you believe controls everything you do. It defines the boundaries of
what you accomplish. To make changes and lead today, you must
understand what you believe, how it limits you and what to do to create
and quickly adopt new beliefs. The keys to this change will allow you to
adapt quickly, change decisively and lead effectively in everything you do.

Business Strategy

Strategy is the core of effective success. It is not enough to do anything the
old way. The keys to strategic thinking adapted to your business and
market segment. Master quickly, deploy stealthily, blow the competition
away and become the industry standard.

Guerrilla Marketing and Explosive Growth

Now, right now, every small business has the tools and reach to compete
with huge corporations for market share, brand dominance and customer
loyalty. Explosive growth is not only possible, but it is the key to survival.
Create loyalty, rabid followers and turn the growth curve upside down.
Deploy the tools of the guerrilla to capture clients, boost profits and
dominate the new game of business.

Entrepreneurship and Modern Business

Unmask and deploy the three keys to successful start-up for an upstart
company. 1. High tolerance of uncertainty. 2. See beyond the obvious.
3. Be a finisher. Learn to discover, develop and deliver your capacity to
deploy these three essential pillars of growth and thrive in any economy.

“Kellan Fluckiger is one of the
most sought after, engaging
speakers who’s shared a stage
with some of the biggest
names in social media,
coaching, internet marketing
and business and has spoken
all over the United States,
Canada, Mexico and Europe.”

Personal Transformation

High productivity and high job and life satisfaction is not an accident; it is a choice. Everything you need to know to
adapt and thrive in the new fast-paced and changing world to eliminate the barriers of Fear, Procrastination and
Self-Sabotage from your life and work. Personal development on a new level.

The New Leader

Everything has changed. Leading a team is different now. If your team is local or remote, foreign or domestic, small
or large, you must have the three essential skills of the New Leader. 1. Accessibility. 2. Vision. 3. Modeling. Increase
your effectiveness and results and start now.

Breakthrough Leadership Results

Traditional leadership models have all broken down. The workforce has changed. Learn and leverage the new value
structure and motivators of today’s smart, sophisticated and independent skilled team members. Your team and your
company will never be the same.
Email: coachkellanfluckiger@gmail.com

KELLAN FLUCKIGER, CMC
RAVE REVIEWS…
“Better than Tony Robbins!”
Brandon Bourne, Utah

After coaching with Kellan, I’ve
doubled my fees AND doubled my
practice…You’ve changed my life.”
Ray Orvel Wilson, CSP, Denver CO

Certified Guerrilla Marketing Master Trainer
Internationally Recognized Speaker, Author and Coach

You are not paranoid.
The world around you has changed.
Winning requires new skills in Leadership,
Motivation and Marketing

“A master at crafting your message,
allowing you the ability to make more
money.”
Garrett J. White, Founder, Wake-Up
Warrior, Laguna Beach, CA

With everything moving faster, and tastes and technology changing at
breakneck speed, achieving RESULTS that matter is more critical than
ever. Finding and eliminating external and internal roadblocks quickly
and efficiently is the only way to survive in today’s complex world.

“Kellan made a difference in my life
and my family’s life…he helps you
produce radical results”
Setema Gali, Jr., New England
Patriots, Super Bowl Winner

As a C-level executive in multiple countries and a consultant, business
coach and standing ovation motivational and leadership speaker with over
30 years’ experience, the results speak for themselves.

“I signed the largest client in the
history of my business after one
coaching call with Kellan”
Peter Scott, IV, Author, Speaker,
Founder of Fearless Life Academy
“Kellan is a passionate speaker,
mentor and consultant…he makes a
difference in the lives of his clients.”
Sheryl Wolowyk, best selling author
and speaker, founder of Expert
Elevation, Edmonton, Canada
“His ability to resonate with me and
my message is mind-blowing”
J. Battle, MD, Battle & Associates, NC
“Stories are worth millions and Kellan
created a documentary for my
company that allows me to sell more,
make more, and charge more money.”
Glenn Dietzel, Best Selling Author,
New Guru Model, Toronto, Canada

Kellan has developed unique and effective systems that drive
unprecedented growth and results for individuals, executives and crossfunctional teams. Alberta’s Energy Minister commented “Kellan has
forgotten more about leadership than most people will ever know.”
He has been a keynote speaker and workshop presenter to audiences from
20 to 2000 across the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Europe and Asia.
With a combination of engaging stories, powerful principles and
actionable tools and frameworks, Kellan will entertain, instruct, motivate
and above all, change the way you look at leadership in business.
Kellan’s client includes luminaries and leaders. The Queen of England,
the Governor of California, senior legislators in the U.S. and Canada,
CEOs of major U.S. and Canadian corporations, Grammy Award winners,
Best-Selling Authors, Super Bowl winners, doctors, actors and individual
entrepreneurs.
He has appeared before the US Senate, the California legislature, FERC,
spoken at Harvard University, Stanford University, the University of
Alberta and the University of Monterrey.

